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Explanatory  memorandum  concerning  the  orooosal  for  a  Qlrect!ye  on  certaLn 
aspects of  the organization of working  time 
I.  INTROQUCTION 
1.  The  European  Counc II  s  of  Hanover,  Rhodes  and  MadrId  cons 1  de  red  that,  t n 
the  context  of  the  establ lshment  of  the  Internal  market,  the  same 
Importance  should  be  attached.  to  the  social  aspects  and  to  the  economic 
aspects  and  that  they  should  therefore  be  developed  In  a  balanced  manner. 
For  their  part  and  taking  the  same  view,  Parliament  (In  numerous  own-
Initiative  resolutions)  and  the  Economic  and  Social  Committee  (In  Its 
opinion  of  February  1989)  also  recognized  the  Importance  of  that 
approach. 
Title  1,  point·  7  of  the  Community  Charter  of  the  Fundamental  Social 
Rights  of  Workers  lays ·down  that  "the  completion  of  the  Internal  market 
must  .lead  to  an  Improvement  In  the  living  and  working  conditions  of 
workers  In  the  European  Community.  This  process  must  result  from  an 
approximation  of  these  conditions  as  regards ·In  particular  the  duration 
and  organization  of  working  time."  Point  8  states  that  "every  worker  of 
·the  European  Community  shall  have  the  r lght  to  a  weekly  rest  per lod  and 
to  annual  paid  leave,  the  duration  of  which  must  be  progressively 
harmonized  In  accordance  with national  practices." Finally,  point  19  lays 
down  that  "every  worker  must  enjoy  satisfactory  health  and  safety 
conditions  In  his working  environment  and  that  appropriate  measures  must 
be  taken  In order  to  achieve  further  harmonization of  conditions  In  this 
area  whl le malntplnlng  the  Improvements  made". 
With  that  In mind,  the  Commission  stated  In  Its action programme  relating 
to  the  Implementation  of  the  Charter  that  "the  adaptation,  flexibility 
and  organization  of  working  time  are  crucial  aspects  as  regards  both 
working  conditions  and  the  dynamism  of  firms  and  play  a  not 
Inconsiderable  role  In determining  the situation of  the  labour  market  and 
the  creatIon  of  employment."  · Under II  nl  ng  the  Importance  of  the 
flexibility  of  labour  which  enables  firms  to  adapt  to  the  terms  of 
competition  and  Improves  their  competitiveness,  the  Commission  cons.ldered 
that  " ....  care  should  be  taken  to  ensure  that  these  practices  (I.e. 
basic  conditions  with  regard  to  the  flexibility of  working  time  as  laid 
down  In collect lve  agreements)  do  not  have  an  adverse  effect  on  the well-
being  and  health  of  workers.  For  this  reason,  as  regards  the  maximum 
duratlol1  of  work,  rest  periods,  holidays,  night  work,  week-end  work, 
systematic overtime,  It  Is  Important  that  certain minimum  reQuirements  be 
laid down. at  Community  level." 
2.  Accordingly,  pursuant  to  the  Charter  and  as  announced  In  Its  action 
programme,  the  Commission  Intends  to  propose  a  groundwork  of  basic 
provisions  on  certain  aspects  of  the  organization  of  working  time 
connected with workers'  health  and  safety at  work  which  relate  to: 
minimum  dally and  weekly  rest  periods; 
minimum  annual  paid  holidays; 
mIn I  mum  condItIons  determInIng  the  recourse  to  shIft  and  espec I a 1 I y 
night  work; 
i 
protection  of.  workers'  health  and  safety  In  the  event  of  changes  In 
working patterns  resulting  from  adJustments  In working  time. - 3  -
The  ..  commission  takes  the  view  that  other  Issues :mentioned  In  the  action 
programme  In  the  field of  the  adaptation  of  working  time  should  be  left 
to  both  sides of  Industry and/or  national  _legls~allon.  In  a~dl·tlon these 
matters  should  be  dealt· with.  In  depth  ·within  the  framework.  of  the 
dialogue  between  both  sides  of  Industry  at  Community  level  without 
prejudice  to  the  Commlss·lon's  prerogative  to  submit  proposals  should  It 
see . f I t  to  do  so:  .  ,  . 
. '. 
I  •: 
It should  first  be  stressed  t_hat  the  maximum ·duration of  working  time 
Is  subject  to  change,  especla·lly  s.l:nce  developments.: In  relatIon  to 
the  organization of.worlclng  t-Ime:  (poJnts.4  and  5  below,·. particularly 
regard lng  sh I ftwqr.k,.  team  •  work  or . rep I acement .·teams· .. for· weekends) 
make  It difficult ·to·,flx  ceilings. ·and::also.:glven  the··f.act -that  It  Is 
necessary  to determlne  a  standar.d· reference  per lod .. (day:,. :week,  month, 
year).·  To  this :end·,,,  the .dlr.ectlve.'s.  provisions  regar.dlng  minimum 
rest  periods,  elther.··daJiy-or  weekly,  offe.r .a  ·~safety  net".-·.  from  the 
point  of  view of  the  health  and  safety of  the  workers  concerned • 
..  '  .,  ...  '  .. 
j..  :  ~q ,I 
.the  Commlssl9n  reels  that. the  question  ot.·svstematlc  overtime  Is  a 
.subject  best  dealt:wl,th  by·,the ·two.sldes of  Industry  and.  ~Y ·national 
provisions.  Nevertheless,  workers'. safety  anq  .health·  must  be 
respected  and, tl)ls  Is.: the  only  reaso_n  why_  the: Dlrect.lye .-Includes 
provisions  both  for  dally and  weekly  minimum  rest  periods  (Articles 3 
and  4)  and  for  nJ·ght  _work· In  Jobs· carry_l_n,g.  a·  high .:rJ.sk  qf  .severe 
physical  or  mental  stress  (Article 6.3). 
The  Commission's  view  on  weekend  work,  I.e.  whether  It  Is  advisable 
to make  pr.ovlslons  either  to  ban  lt·':or:permlt.'lt,  ..  ls  that.  this  l.s  an 
Issue  wh lch: r·ef lects  economic,  social• and  cui tura.l- ·cof'dl t l.ons  an~  Is 
not  directly  l·lnked  to  ·health :and  .safety·-.·at  work.  Moreover.  the 
,--·  development  of·  new  . pa.t.terns.  of· shift·. work. often  Involves  crews 
"'·  working  at  the -weekend:•·lncludlng  malnt~n~_nce.cr:ews. 
•  ,..r'  !  I  •  •  ~  J.  ,  •  _•  I  ~ 
·The  measures  proposed  by  the  ·commlsslon-~"ln··· this  Dlrectl.ve  .would 
supplement  the  provl~lons already  adopted  by ·the·Councll::,or:  ..  •.at:~the 
"Commission  proposal·  stage.·.wlth  ·regard  .. ;:to·  fll!·!:ng:::ml.nlmum 
.·requirements  by  way  of Council  Dl:rectlves·.ln  the;ar:.ea  of:-he~.tth.and 
safety  at  the  workplace,  notabl·y·  .• wlth .. regard  to .t:l:le ..  Pr:.ovl.sl_ons  of 
···the· framework  Q I rect lve  ·  89/391/EEC ·-of  12  June.  ·1989.  concer:n,IJlg~. the 
1  nt  reduct I on  of  measur.es  to; encourage  .I mprove'"ents, .l·n  t.he.!- ~a{~ty  · 
and  health  of  work.ers:.at ·.ttle  workpl•ace.  ThiS:.ilmPHe.~  ~hat-,.all 
Articles  of  the  sa:ld  -Direct.lve  are  _appll.caple.  :ln.,parJ.-Icular 
·:Articles 7  (protection ·and  preventive  servl.ces)..n10 c(lnformat;l_ql"' .. 9f 
• workers),  11  · (consult  at I on  and  part I cl·pa.t I on  of:.  worker.s) '·and ,-12 
,.  (training  of  workers).  For  .-the  purposes  of  the  at>ove.:  fr~JI)~work 
-•Directive,·  worker~·:means ... "any  ... person  -emp_loyed  .bY:  ..  an  e~ploy~r. 
Including  trainees  and  apprentices"  (Article  3a) ;and.  empl_oyer- "any 
natural  or  legal  person  who  has  an  employment  relatlonstliP with  the 
worker  and  who  Is  responsible  for  the  undertaking  and/or  the 
establishment"  (Article 3b).  .  ., 
'•,  ·,'  '.· 
•.Tt· ·should  be  recalled>th·at ·related  proposal.s. -coverlng,.specltflc 
; groups  on ·the  labour:-•market·,:  I.e.  a··proposalt-for  a.,Dir:ectl•ve  on ·the 
·~protection of  pregnant  women 1:at.work  a·nd  a  pr.oposa•l·. for  a  Dlr.~ctlve 
on  the  approxImatIon  of·  the  I aws  of  the  Uember•. States  on  .. the 
protection of  young  people will  be  submitted  In  the  summer  of  1990 
and  In  the  first half of  1991  respective-ly,:,·- ..;-.;·  ·,:.:  i  '.-•:  ..  ~ '':I  .. ' 
-4  -
Whl  le  acknowledging  the  need  for  certain basic  rules with  regard  to 
work·lng  time  aFCommuntty'·level .It: should  be  emphasized  ttiat,  given 
fhe···dlff'er\ences  arlsfn·g:.·from ·mitlon·al  ;practices,  the  subJect  ·of 
.:  :~.··:  .·  work·t:ng  <condl't•lons-lln  'gene·ral  '.fal'l's::to  varying  degrees  under  the 
autonomy  of  both· sides  of  Industry· who· 'often  act  In  the  publ·lc 
author It  les·•:·stead  and/or .. complement. theIr. ac' I on.  To  take.  account 
of ··these  differences  and  .In'  accordance·.  wl.th  the  principle  of 
subsidiarity  the  Commission  takes  the  view  that  negotl.atlonbetween 
the  two  sides  of  Industry  should  play  J.ts  full  part  within  the 
framework··of  the  proposed  measures,  prov.lded  that  ·It  Is  able  to 
·.5·  -- guarantee ·adherence· to.:the  principles.  set:·.out  In  the  Commission's 
·proposa>l  ... l, l'n  other  words·~  lt,,.:ls  ·Jmportant•:· ln.  th·ls  ·field,_ to  take. 
'····  l·nto··constderatlon  the .fact .that,:'such, agreemen.ts:.concl_uded  by 
-,  -:management· and  .•labour  ~can dn  principle  make  a  contr:.lbutton  to  the 
application :·of ::Community·  direct lves,  ..  without,  however •.  releasing 
•.  the· Member  States  concerned :trom.the  responsibility: for  attaining 
·.  the ·obJectives  soug.ht  via  these  Instruments~ 
1-.  •  . •  .  ,!,  ~  • 
In  presenting  this  proposal  to  the  Council,  the  Commission  would 
·.~.·underline·  the;· importance  'It  attaches.'  having  . regard  to  -the 
··  pr'lnc·lple  ofr.subs'ldl·arlty,  -to':·the·  consistency  of  a  community. 
· ·approach··whlch  llriks -the  completion :of ·the 'single mar:ket. and· social· 
-·' ,. ··, ....  'deve'l opments ·'.In  the;"f I e:l d  of  hea I th: ,·and·.: sa fet)'.' at  work.  .  :, . 
I 1·.  RECENT  PEVELOPMENTS  IN ·WORKING  I  I  ME. ANP  OPERA! I  NG  HOURS 
.'  '~  ·.  I  I'  ..  .  •'• 
Quantltatlye elements  and  data 
4 ...  In  recent' years·  the;·:'dlssocla.t-lon  of  lndlv·ldual.  working.· t lme  and 
:.··;  ·.pl·ant'  opera'tlngi :hours· .has 'been  becoming  Increasingly  Important  In 
··most  of . the 'Member;· States •.  ·ThIs ·tendency· · has  he I ped  to  I ncr  ease ·· 
.,,.,,;  ..:capacity utlllzat·lon,to adapt··lt'.smoothly •·,to.  new  cJrcumstances,  to· 
achieve  productivity  galrlS'  and  to.,enhance•.the ~competitiveness of 
Community  undertakings;  as  such,  It  Is  an  Important to flexibility. 
Furthermore,:  ·the ·  1  ncr  ease ..  1  n .  pI ant  ope rat lng  hours  Is  o.ften 
~·c'oriduclve: to··lrivestment  In· modernization  and,  In  any  case,  enables 
·under'takl.ngs:to  make  savings  In  relat.lon  to. the  fl.xed  productive 
'cap:Jtal ..  for.=  a ·given  output.  . In  inany  cases  legislation,  but  above 
· a 11  the ".con-e 1  us 1  on· of  a  1  arge  number: of  co II  ect I ve  agreements  have 
("$upport'ed·  ·the:·:  trend  towards··~more:···f.:Fexlble. use  of  productive 
· e·Qulpment  and.':longer,  .and  ~more.,varled  opening  hours  among  many 
·  service  undertakings·  and:· have·:-.ln;;general· helped  undertakings  to 
·;·become  ·more·vlable•  .. an'd  better  adJusted' .to  ·changing  demands.  These 
·measures: ·a·rso•·tend:  to· match'  more  closely.  the  ·aspirations  -of 
'. ~emp t  oyees~  ~-·tO ·· comb 1  ne  'more '  successfu  1  1  y : occupa  t 1  on  a I  .and,  ·f  am I t y 
· ·respons·l b 1  H t tes /  1  n ·add It  ton;  the··,, ncr  eased .fJex lb Ill  ty of workIng 
.  t-lrrie' -arrangements -·he.lps .-to  ·1ntegrate  .  .'mor:e  ~-people: l_nto  the  labour 
rriarket. and ··to  enhance ·emp l'oyment  oppor:tunH I es·.  ,  ":  l  •  · 
••  ~. >  ~  •  :  •  ~  ;  •  .'  ;  ;  ~  ••  -;··.- ..  :  i'  ~  • ... ~  - ...  ~~  l 
.  ,'  .  ' 
~  •  .. •  . ~>:·  ~ .  ::.  .  ~  - • •  . •  .~  ~  : 
5.  By  dlssoclat lng  operat lng  hours  and· •lndl:v:ldual  ·working ~A.I.me, 
according  to a .recent  survey  organized  by  the  Commission  (published 
:lin: -Eur.opean  Economy :·Supp.lemen.t··  8,~.  11,~ ,-1989.: :and  .2,· 1990) '9Per:.atjng .· 
···tlm·e:  :-can  ·be·;:,doub·led• ·~compared  .to  tn·dlv,ldua:l  · workl:ng  -,hours. '.In 
,··J'ndustr~y .ln··some~::Member .States;·d.n:the~r.etall.;;;,trade, ..  where  openl!'lg 
·-hours  are· Important·,: these  a I fferences •are, less, .marked. 
.  ·- ~: 
Table  1  and  2  reproduce.these>data.  '.: - 5  -
Tab!g  1 
Working  hours  and  operating  hours  ogr  week  In  lhdustty 
Member.$tate 
Belgium 
Fed.  Rep.  Germany 
Greece 
Spain 
France 
Ireland 
Ita  I y 
Nether I and.s  · 
Portugal 
United  Kingdom. 
EUR10 
average  oper~tlng houra 
.77 
53 
~4 
69 
. 69 
61 
73 
74 
54 
76. 
66 
working  hours 
(ful!-t  !me> 
37 
38 
40 
. 40 
39 
41 
39 
39 
44· 
37 
39 
source:  Speclai·Ec ··labour  market  survey,  results  published~ In .European 
Economy  Supp I ement  B, · 11,  1989. 
Table  2 
.. 
Opening  nours  and  contracted  wor!c!Dg  hours  ogr  wook  In retail  trade 
Member  State 
Be !glum 
.Fed: ·Rep~  Germany 
Spain. 
France 
Italy 
Nether I ands. · 
Portuga 1 ·.  .. 
United Kingdom 
EUR  8 
opening  hours 
51 
·48. 
45 
56 
·.  ·49 
. ,,·  52'  ...  ' 
.  ,, .  5.1  .. , 
58. 
53 
~:  _:;  .· . 
working  hours 
(fUII-t  lme) 
38 
39 
43 
·38. •. 
38  •.:·  ....  : ..  · ..  :.J 
.......  ::.·40- :: 
. 44. :·; 
. .· ..  39. ';:. 
39 
'  ..  '  ..  , 
Source:  Special  EC  labour  market  survey,  results  published  In-European 
Economy  Supplement  B, .2.  1990. 
6 •. ·.As  Illustrated by  the·. lnformat.lon  contained  ln. these  tables,  there 
ls.:much  flexibilitY·  lri  the  COinm!Jnlty·wlth  regard  to-~he 
dissociation  of  Individual  working  tline  and  opera~!ng  hours.  In 
that  context  we  must.conslder  the ·exte•nt  to which  workers.can  rely 
. on  minimum  rules· concerning  certal.n  rest  periods  to  protect 
themselves  against  excessively  long  working  hours,. which  may  be 
detrlme.ntal  to  the  health  and  the  safety  of  the  workers. at  ..  their 
worl<p .1 ace. 
'· 7.  Milch  researc~  has,  In fact,  shown  that  work  fatigue  (ct&oand!ng  of 
course  on  the  type  of  work  and  the  conc:j 1  tions .under  whl ch  1  t  l  ~_.. 
exercised)-;: Is. Increased  'by<the  durat toll  of-.working  _hours  (e.g. 
research  by  Kopp I< 1  >) •. It · has  been  fo~,tnd,  ·for  example;  that  the 
physical  and  mental  effor.t  In  worlc exceeding  e_lghthours  becomes 
· lncreasl  ng l·y  strem~ous  ·as.  fatigue . sets  In. ·  Th _Is  has-~ even  ·been 
· demol')strated  for  'light·  wor~.  These  effects  are  exacerbated 
consldera!:>ly  py  job~  r(:!Qulr ing  static  or  strained  postures,  or 
I nvo!  V:l ng  repet It!  ve  movements  or  heavy  or ·C()IIIP I I ca ted  tasks,  whIch 
.suppor:ts  ~xperlence that  tlredness:and  loss of concentra.tlon  can'not 
be  avcflded  after  a  certain  time  span  of work.  In  the .context  of 'the 
~ppllc~t-lon  of  modern  tecl'tnologle$  l'n  particular, 'long·hours  tend 
to  Increase  the  numbers  ·of ·errors  . and:  mistakes.  Greater-
prob~!:>ll !tY of  a~cldents a·t  work  -'especially of  serious. accidents 
- and ·Increased  stress often  occu(s  In  til~  flna.( hours  of  work~  ·.as 
shown  by  the  rese~rch  r~sults  of·  WtHtz  ,nd_Hese(2),  Slmll~rty, 
ReQf1ahri·  and  ·werner. et  aJ; (3).  when  Jrwestlgat lng >the  f'reQI,l81')CY  of 
·acclqent~  anq  . th~  . qiJr~tlon  ofr; working. time,. arrived  ·.at  the 
conciUSI9n  tll~t  lon~er  work!ng  hOl,lrS  lncre~sed- substant Iaiiy  the 
.  prob~!JIIIty of  accidents  at  work.  -~Such  situations  are  likely  to· be 
agQray~ted by  complicated  work.  111  adc:lltlon,  there  Is  the  greater 
psycl)ologlcal  b~rden,  not  merely  the  pyi'e!y physical  workload;  this 
.·c·auses- a:  feel.lhg._of'harassment  and·stress.·wl:llcll ··obviously ·has  an 
adverse  effect on  fhe qualitY ·of work  ~nd pn  heal~h  In general.· 
8.  several  ~tudles<4?  have  b~en  carried  ou~pn-weekly restperlods. 
Although  they  are  relatl.veiY ·old  (Verno_n,  Un!ted  States,  1918  -· 
lndust.rla!  Hea,t.h  ~ese.arcl"!  Bc:>arc1Emergen9Y.  t,.onc1o,·,  1942  ~ Kossorls 
~  K~hler.  ll111tec1  St!lte~.  1947)  they  all  shQ~ that  a  weekly ·woi'k.lng 
·.  tl.me ·.Of!  m~m;~  than·  5Q  _I).Q~rs  COl(lc1,  't.n  the  I.Qrtg  .r~.;~n, be  !)armful  to 
the  health  and  safety  ()f  ~orkers.  Oth~r  more  recent  ·•  studies  In 
France  In  1975  and  -1988<5>  have  conf 1  rriled  these  .resu 1  ts,  showIng 
that  .tllere  Is  a  positive  correlation  pe~wee.n working  weeks  of  mo.re 
than  6  da.ys  :.~nc1  some  Indicators  of  health .(fatigue,  dJsturbed 
sleep,  problems  rev~aled- qur lng medica Is). 
~.  The  deve 1  opme-nt  Qf  f 1  ex I~  I  e.  work.  w_h I ch;  .In · ll  sIzeable·  number  of 
undertakings  ·.In  the  Industrial  and  serv-Ices.  sectors,.has -·led. to 
"compact·"  working  weeks  (les~  than  4  days• of  work  and  less·than·40 
hours  of  work  ·per  "week")  has  resulted  In  the  development  of  new 
forms  of  organl~-!ng  working  hours  and·,  .In  turn, ·new  forms  .of  resf 
·per 1  octs.  Th ., s  of  t~n  produces  work l.ng  days  whIch  are  somet I  me~ 
apprec.l a!:> 1  y  ·longer  (!JP  to  12  hours. a· ~~Y> ·  accompan led  by · rest 
per lods  which  are  e~~.;~aiiY  as  long (of  _·up  to .one  ,week),.  It _Is  .still 
~ .  .  .  ·. .  . 
c  1 >·a. 'Kopp 1  ;,:  ·, nte·n·s:lv ferung  u_nd_  Hllmanl slerl,lng;,.Frankfur·:( 198t·  ·  ' 
(2)  M.  Frese  :  Stress·lm euro,  Bern  1981  --•~<::>  > ..  ,:;· ·' 
F.  Weltz·:  Jnnovatlonlm euro,.O.J •..  ·  _··  ··  .··.·.  ·.· 
(3)  H.  Rebhahn  :  Oberst~nden al~ Unfallursa~he~  1978·· · · 
·E.  werneret at.  :  ·A~!:>e'i:t~·zelt ).uid  unfaltgeschehen-~;o()rtmund1979-·· 
f4)  Earl  . A~  •.  AIIUS·I  &  Edw•ln·'.:A;  Fle"lschman·  :Hum'an  ·performance  and 
'  Pro'c1uctl'vtW:'·-stress<arid  .per·formance·':.'ette'ctlve.ness  :- _temporal 
•.  ;.·  factors··:ln' hi.tman·tperformance··an<fprodUct-J.vlty·,,•HIIIsdale,  N.J.  1982 
(·5)  Alain  Wisner·  &  J.ames  C~rpentJer,·  :l~""'~n~g~me:nt ''des· conditions  de 
..  :  'trava II '!par. ··equ 1  P,es'·l!lu.c·ce~~~ yes:< travaj-1: ,poste),  Agence  Nat.lona le 
··  :t1pour:  J:!Ari'le t:lorat:iori:;(:les,·:CQndJ nons  c1~ ·T.rav~  1.1.-r.(A~ACJl,  Min lstere du 
Travail,  Paris,  1976,  an~ Dr.  ~stryn-Behar,  Pa.~  .. holog·le.du .personnel· 
hospJ'ta ller: fem !1"1.11"1  et · c_o_nd 1  t Ions  c;le- tr.ava.IJ,  l_nst 1  tut·  Natlona 1 
pour  Ia  sante  et.  181!1  Etudes  Medicates  (INSERM),  Parls,_1988. -7  -
:too  ear I y  to  say  how  these  new  ways  of  organ I z·l ng  work lng  hours 
will  affect  the.  health  and  safety  of  workers  In  the  long  term  but 
the  effects wl II  have  to ~be mon ltored~ 
..  ..  .  'J 
•  •  •  .•  1>1 
1Q.  It  should  also  be  recalled  that  the  ILO  addressed  the  question of 
the  protection  of  workers'  health  and  safety  with  regard  to 
excessive weekly  working  time  In  adopting  two  Conventions  on  weekly 
rest  periods  (No  14  (1921)  for  Industr-y_  and  No  ·106  (1957)  for 
commerce  and  offices)  providing  for  a  minimum  rest  period  of  24 
consecut I ve  hours,  p.t us  Recommend at I on  No. 1  03  <  1957) ,  wh I ch  ca 1  1  s 
for  at  least·  36  .hour.s ·of·  weekly- rest.  ,Physiologically  and 
psychologically  the- rest  p~rlod  ts~  the  .ILO  states,· necessary  "to 
. reconstitute.  the ·P_hyslca.t.a_nd.cert_aln  m_ental  forces  alid  to  augment 
the  safety  of  the  workers  In  certain  categories  of  establishments 
as  we II  as  of  the  persons  who  are  served  by  them. u{6).  Convent ton 
No  14  has  been  ratified  by  about  100  States.(all  Ltember.States, 
· ·. ap~rt  from  the  Federal  Republic  of .Germany _and  the ·unl.ted  Kingdom) 
. and  Convention  No  106  by  n&arly  50  States  (all ~ember States,  apart 
from  Belgium,  the· Federal· Republ.lc  of  Germany,· Ireland,  Luxembourg 
and  the  -United  Kingdom)  ..  Over.  ,one  third  of  Industrialized 
countries  provide  ·for.  a  minimum  rest  .•  perlod.·ln  pursuance  of 
Recommendat t·on  No;.  103.  . ... 
With  regard  to  long  weekly  working  hours  the  ILO  pointed  out  In  a 
report  dat lng  from  1988  "there  are  a  number  of  lndustr les  and 
occ::upatlons  where  many  workers  are.·  emp.loyed  for  particularly  l,ong 
hours,  exceedIng  48  or  even  60  hours  per .week .. In  sever  a I ·-of  these 
cases,  such  as  transport  and  construct I. on,  the  r.l.sks  . of 
occupational  accidents  are  greatly  augmented  as  a  consequence.  At 
the  same  tIme,  the  exhaust I on  due  to  such  long  hours  prevents 
_workers  .from  part.lclpatlng·_ln  nof'I-WOrk·  activities  and  ultimately  ... 
·threatens  the 1  r  hea I th".(7)  ·.  ·  .  ·  .  ,  .  :  .. 
11.  Similar  conslderatlons.also  underlie  Article  36  of  the  Italian 
·Constitution  which  eoshrlnes  the  right  to  a  one-day  wee!CIY  rest 
per I od!  Art I c I e  60  §d  of  the  Portuguese ··Coost I tut  I on  on. the, rJght 
to  a  weekly.  rest· period,  the  Spanish  Cons.tl-tutlon,·whoJ,~h _In  Article 
40§2 ·Indirectly  recognizes  a  weekly  rest  period,, 1 ~he-: Swedish 
Working  Tlm.e  Act  "7'  whl_ch  .Is. constr1.1cted  as  a  _specific  l_aw  linked 
. to  the  Work  Env I ronm.ent  Act  .o,f  197-7  (sect I on. 1_0)  .- -grant !,ng  a 
weekly  rest  per: lod  of ,36·  consecut.Jye  hours  and  r&cen1 t.  B_llls  qn  the 
organIzatIon  of  work 111g  t-Ime:  under:  d lscuss lor;1  .. In  the- J:~de.ra  I 
Republic  of. Germany  and .·the  Ne~h.er lands ..  l.n  this  ~ontext  the  G~r.man 
. Government. under II  ned  tha.t  It  t_akes  the  v lew· that  "~he, State; has.  to 
:·limit  Itself  to  es.tabllshlng  onlY  ... the  limits  .necessary· -for 
· maIntaInIng  hea I th  In  the  areas  of max I  mum  da II  y  workIng  hours, 
minimum  breaks  __ :and-.mtnlmum- rest  perlods  .•  "<8J  With.  r:egard.  t0 
max I  mum  week I y  workIng  t·lme  a-ce I til  ng  of  ~0 hours  Is  .I aId  down.  The 
Dutch  Government  . for.mu··l a ted  . as.  the,._ centra,! .. obJectIve  of  .1 ts 
· .. proposal  "the protection of  the  workers. against  hours of work  which 
endanger  . t.helr  safetY.  and,.  health  ....... (9)  In  .this ... context 
.. provision  l,s.made  for:a."'lnlmum  w~ekly res.t_per,lod of  3~ hours • 
.. · ...  . ....  . .... 
.  ~ •  l  -~  .. 
(6·)  Repor-t  Vl1(1)  o.f  the  _International  Labour .Confere_nce-.of  1956:  The 
weeklY  rest  period  In  cQmmerc.e  an~ offices. 
(7)  ILO:  Working  time  Issues  In  Industrialized countries,  1988 
(8J  SozlalpoUtls.cM  lnf_QqnaHonefl.,  ~ep-tember  1984,:-.;con,cer:n_l_:ng  a  new 
.b 11.1  on  workIng  hour:s ..  ·,  .  ·  - . ,  .. 
(9)  Second  Chambe_r,  Year  1989/90,  File  2_1083  concerning  Act  on  wor~lng 
hours. - 8-
·FI-naJ  t:y·  It  shou I d: .be' recaLled  that  the  Dan.lsh ·Act,  -on  the  WorkIng 
Env'l ronmelit  of! 1975~ concern t·ng  ·workers~·.-c"heaTth. and:· safety' states  1  n 
. Its  §  53  that  "wage  earners.:· shailbl. ';take •.one• 'day: of.f  work  ·to  every 
unbroken  period  of  seven  days  following,  without  Interruption,  the 
per'l.od·of  da.l;.ly .rest'1:,:"  ·.~:  ;.,  - L:·;.  ·,., 1.:.  ·.  ·· .. ·  ·._.  ·  ,.  ··· 
·  ..  .rf'l:  .:  ......  . I "  ,:  ~  '  . .  .  .  . ............  { 
1
.·'  -·~:~  •••·••  .. :r  -~..._-,--!~·  ...  ~:.~-~  t).:.··r·~  ... b;:  -"":.  ~~:~iil.i:··~:~~~  .. a.:';.·  \~.:-;,~.-
Ru.re·s:'on  ml'olmUm  rest  oerl·ods'  ,,i  r:::,_li.~  :>  ,··  ..• 
:  :  ',  : .' :  ,o  ~  •  '•  ;  .: '..  •  •  I  :  I  :  :·  '  .  )  .  ·• r  •  : .  : .  ~  •  •• 
12. :such.~- hea I th  and  safety  cons.lderatrlons  have  prompted  most- Uember 
,  States:tq:;,lay·down  certain  rut·es  for  rest·.perlods>  or,  more  often, 
·to .  f. I X•  ·max I  mum·  workIng .·hours· per' day  and  per·; week·.  The.  statutory 
;;·,  ce 11:1 ng·  for· the·;  max lmym.· dura:t·ton. of :da J.l v :work· I ng  'tIme. (apart  from 
::.~  ·tne' · On+ted  K lngdom!.andi'Denmar.k-,  where :such' ·ceIlings  do 'not ex·lst} 
-~·lles·.·b'etwe~ri·.a.~·hours  and·.1o·.hours·:,or- even  more  .ln~cases  of  a 
.temporary· .fncrease·ln''the·workToad'.  Ulider .r.ecent ;draft< Jaws.on  the 
~  .·  r.egu I at I on  ·of_  ~work·  I ng .tIme -,t·n: ·-the:  Feder'a I: :Reputi•l 1-c··'ot·i:Ge'rmany.;fand 
" ... co I I ectlve'  ·agreement's  •,(or· :i ··even Y :enterpr:t se·;  ag·reemEints),_ :JI n  r-;: the 
1  ·Ne:ther;t ands!;::; It  ~w  II I· '.be· :.pos·s:t b'l e· ·.to· :·amend(··or·:  ad~ust  the, statutory 
.<:' ·max·t·ma;  ,·t·n:  Be 11g tum' ·and  ·-~France';··  1  n  the  ..  context·:<of., the >:possl b le 
·;':;  reckonIng·;. of.: workIng:. tIme,  ·on.~·an  ~  annua.l  bas Is  ;'::-.up·  to  t2:.· :hours· may 
be  worked  under  certain  circumstances  If working·' hours•are  .. reduced · 
In other  periods. 
13.:·  t'n  .  Denma'r k ~;·,Spa t·n  'and·· ··the :-Net her  .1 ands' mIn I  mum  . da I I v  rest  pepf'ods 
:  · have  'a I so<·been  '-1 a ld-·  down;:  In  Denmark· .·max I  mum  da-11 y  workIng  hours 
.;:  are··not  set'statutor·Hy.~-.·  . ·· ·.;n 
14:.,·wtt:ti'·regar·d·  to 'f!xilig  .. an  upp'ef  llmtt·'forthe·· we·ekly  duration  of 
working  time,  reasons  similar  to  .fh'ose·r·mentloned  for  a  dctlly 
ceiling  apply.  This  Is  the  case  under  existing  national  statutory 
~.provlslons,·:~whfch  exp:llclt:l'y·•ror-· 'Impl-Icitly  apply  In  all  Member 
· - States·,:  .  .-.  apart· :·from  >Denmark  ·and  · the  -'  -Un·l ted.  KIngdom.  Rough I y 
·-~~speaiClhg'P  48.1lours-ls::.consl'der:'·e·d·to  be  such':a  limit, 'but  there  are 
a ·number .:·ot·i.·.tmpor·t'an't :exce'pt'rons .:;wh 1  ch  I ay  down . a· h lgher  ce II I ng 
··~·'for';:  a'''f·tempbrary  ·,  1  ncr  ease  · ·  rn·  the  ··work load.  Where  co llectl  ve 
;., ..  /a~r'eenie'nts;"s(f.provlde~  'UP·:•·to  84  .··hours•per  week  can  be  ·worked· In 
,  'rouna""the..;;·ctock·  opehH tons ·:e:g.  :·to  Be lg l'uni', ··but .prov lded  that ·over 
..  I  'a r;per- i  Od"J o'f•013 ·;weeks'· ;Ufe'  'aVerage  .  week'ly  . wo'rk I ng  tIme  does·  not 
'exeeed~-38  hours·::-···on;  .. the  otlie'r''  hand-.  w:should  be  stressed  that 
',1nor.inafi week)fy;·work:r;,g  ·h·our-~f/'a·s  18-rd  down iby· collect lve- agreements, 
,.~  r:ange"'·;lri"'generaf::irom'-'3S 'toi 4:1''  hours  t'n  an· Membe·rstates,  except 
. i::'portuga':f;: 'where' tlie; avei'i!ge'  is~·ar6und 44 ·:hour.s. ·~;;  '  ' 
r  ~:  j_.,t';~:  .....  ~.  ~  ·t :<·  :~·  \: :,. t,  .  ·;_:;  .~  ~  :·~  ~"': :1  ~l:  ;..,;!  ,  -~  :1"  ~;  ; 1;  • ,  ~  ·  :: ·  ,  •  _ 
15·  ..  W  ltth··:·r:egard . 'to  t'h~'· Week'! y-·"resl cper IOd; ;,wh I ch·':by  --I aw  fasts~· for:.: at 
·::· ··leas'f3241 lfiours  lli·'seven  consecutTve'  .. days:  (,'go !'rig.  Up': to'·36:hours · In 
:;l ·spa·:l·n  a~na :!44l·hoursC1n:·:t;;uxembouret>,  •·apa·r:t: r.from  the  Unl ted  Kingdom, 
:>  wtier·e  'hot'h I  ii~r't s  I aId" •:down'  by:  'law~··lf t  shou i d. be  borne  In· m.J nd.: that 
·  ··  tiie· actua:l  ~week  1  y ;re·st  t 1  me  ·as' resu rt 1  ng  from ~co  1  rect 1  ve  agreements 
Is· 'norma IJfy  . two  consecut'lve· :(lays! -In·: most:.. Member·;.states'i,-. wIth'! one 
Uember  State  (Denmark)  even  stipulating  -that  "the  weekly  rest 
period  should,  as  far  as  possible,  Include  Sunday  .. and.be ...  the...:same._  .. _ 
:  for:·,·a~i I  -,~the·.):'eri't'erpr'l se 's<~  ~oriCforce·"  'l:·eX'cepl~  ~  I rfl  agr'l cu'l fure  < 'an(f'; 
hort leu I ture  (Law  No  681-'of· 23  December···1975) ~  ;-,,,.  ·  ·,.  · 
.  ':;.l:~_:  ....  ~ .. ··~;;)  ~  ~.  '- .. 'r.,  ~  ""!.  ~·:}/:.:~':  ;··  :~!':r!- .. 
""'~  surnirla'rY'~of•'-~sta•tutory' ru I es .-'on  mrntinum:''hist1; per'l·ods'•  and  max I mum.! 
dally  working  time  In  the  Member  States  comp'aYed:--wlth  provisions 
:  :t'·for ~ '·waek l·y :.  r'esf· iperTods('-/;fn  ·co (i  ec't I ve:·-agr'eements  'ISc  g lven  . In 
table  3. Member  State 
Belgium 
Denmark 
Fed.  Rep.  Germany 
Greece 
Spain 
France 
Ireland 
Italy 
Luxembourg 
Netherlands 
Portugal 
UnIted  KIngdom 
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Table  3 
Dal  IY  and  weekly  rest oerlods  (hours) 
and  dally maximum  working  time 
Statutory provls1ons 
Da II y  rest  Max I  mum  da I I  y 
per lod  working  time 
12  with  C.A. 
11 
10 
12 
12  9 
12  with  C.A. 
·12 
10 
10 
9  to  11  10 
10 
Weekly  rest 
period 
statutory  C.A. 
24  48 
24  48 
24  48 
24  36-48 
36  48 
24  48 
24  48 
24  48 
44  48 
24  48 
24  36-48 
no  general  statutory provisions  48 
~  c.(>..  •co II ect I  ve  agreements.  whIch  cover  most  workers.  The 
weekly  rest  period  may  not  fall  at  the  weekend  :  In  that  case, 
equivalent  rest  periods are normally  granted.  1n  addition,  many 
col lectlve agreements  provide  for·  more  rest·perlods  In  the  form 
of  roster-free  days.  additional  days  where  the  working  week  Is 
concentrated  Into  less  than  5  days  per  week,  etc. 
Conclusion 
16.  The  rules  governing  the  entire  Issue  of  maximum  working  hours ·per 
day  and  per  week  and  cor respondIng  rest  per I  ods.  whIch  In  some 
Member  States are under  review at  present,  are mainly  Justified and. 
motivated  on  the  ground  of  the  health  of  the  employees  concerned. 
The  new  bills  on  working  time  which  are  under  discussion  In. the 
Netherlands  and  the  Federal  Republic  of  Germany  state  explicitly 
that  the  workers  have  to  be  protected  against  working  hours  which 
may  cause  damage  to  their  health  and  safety.  Although  In  the  vast 
majority  of  cases  normal  dally  and  weekly  working  hours  are  laid 
down  by  collective  agreements  at  levels  below  the  maximum 
thresholds,  thus  Implying  that  rest  periods  are  much  longer  than 
the  minima,  the  Commission  considers  that  employees'  legal 
certainty  should  be  strengthened  In  this  respect.and  consequently 
that  certain  minimum  rest  periods  per  day  and  per  week-should. be 
laid .down  at  COmrnunlty  level.  These  minimum  rest  periods  should  be 
established both  per  day,  where  at  least  11  hours  are proposed,  but.·. 
also per  week,  In  which  case one  rest  day  Immediately .following  the 
dally  rest  period  <a  level  which  Is  situated at  the  lower  end  of 
what  has  already  been  achieved  by  collective  agreements).  Is  laid. 
down.  In  both  cases  the  minimum  rest  periods must  also  be  observed i3 
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when  overtime  Is  performed.  In  the  view  of  the  Commission  these 
are  reasonable minima  which  ta~e  account  of  economic  requirements 
and  shift  wor~ cycles,  slnce~he weekly  rest  period may  be  averaged 
over  a  per lod  of  two  weeks.  This  takes  account  of  the  necessary 
flexibility,  as  exemplified  by  the  multiplication of  "productivity 
deals"  agreed  upon  by  both  sides of  Industry. 
Over  and  above  minimum  rest  periods  (either  dally or  weekly),  It  Is 
quite  clear,  however,  that  changes  In  working· time  patterns  -
espec I  a I I  y  If  such  changes  are  of  a  repet It I  ve  nature  - shou I  d 
take  Into  account  factors  affecting  workers'  health  and  safety. 
To  this end,  the determination of  these  patterns and  their  changes 
must  1  ncorporate  brea~  per lods,  the  frequency  and  the  duratIon  of 
which  - although  they  may  vary  according  to  the  type  of activity-
can  reduce  the workload  and  the  detrimental  effects  It  can  have  on 
the  health  and  safety of  the  wor~ers concerned.  The  Commission  thus 
believes  that  It  Is  necessary  to  take  these  factors  Into  account 
when  organizing  working  time,  particularly  In  so  far  as  work 
patterns are concerned. 
Ill.  RECENT  DEVELOPMENTS  IN  SHIFT  ANP  NIGHT  WORK 
a)  Quantitative data 
17.  The  abovementioned  surveys  by  the  services  of  the  Commission 
departments  also  Investigated  the  Importance  of  shift  work  and 
night  wor~ by  Member  State  for  alI  employees,  both  In  manufacturing 
and  services.  With  regard  to  shlftwork  the  results  show  that  on 
average  20%  of  employees  do  shlftwork;  this  percentage  Includes 
both  regular  and  occasional  shlftwork,  a  50%  weighting  being 
appl led  to  the  latter.  This  percentage  containing  regular  and 
occasional  shlftwork  Is  highest  In  the  United  Kingdom  and  Spain 
(29%),  higher  than  average  In  Belgium  and  Greece  (24%  and  23% 
respectively)  and  lower  than  average  In  Ireland,  Italy,  the 
Netherlands  (17%),  the  Federal  Republic  of  Germany  (15%),  Portugal 
(12%)  and  Denmark  (11%). 
18.  Data  on  the  manufacturing  Industry  alone  Indicate  that  on  average 
37%  of  wor~ers  In  the  Community  do  shift  work.  This  percentage 
varies  considerably  between  Member  States,  reaching  64%  In  the 
United  Kingdom,  46%  In  Italy,  45%  In  Spain,  39%  In  Belgium,  36%  In 
Ireland,  32%  In  Greece,  29%  In  the  Netherlands,  25%  In  France,  22% 
In  the  Federal  Republ lc of  Germany  and  10%  In  Portugal  (Denmark  and 
Luxembourg  are  not  reported).  Looking  at  Industrial  firms,  one 
finds  that  some  form  of  shift  wor~  Is  performed  In  70%  of  them. 
This  percentage  Is  highest  In  Italy and  Belgium  (80%  and  more),  74% 
In  France,  between  60  and  70%  In  Spain,  the  Federal  Republic  of 
Germany  and  the  Netherlands,  between  50  and  60%  In  Ireland  and 
Greece  and  19%  In  Portugal.  More  details  on  the  shlftwork  systems 
performed  (continuous,  splIt, etc.)  are  shown  In  table  4. - 11-
TABLE  4 
SH I  FlWORK  IN  I  N)USTRY 
(as X of  enterprises) 
B  D  GR  E  F  IRL  NL  p  UK  E~ 
yes  80  65  52  68  74  55  83  83  19  73  70 
-continuous  22  6  14  17  10  16  9  11  4  14  10 
- Interrupted each  day  37  42  14  27  40  15  35  19  6  22  33 
- Interrupted each week  21  16  24  24  24  14  38  33  9  17  22 
with- 2  shifts  19  46  21  1  25  37  27  10  34  32 
- 3  shifts  22  19  24  25  19  31  21  7  29  23 
- 4  shifts  7  0  4  33  8  12  2  2  6  7 
- 5  shl fts  6  0  2  6  4  1  5  0  4  2 
- 6  shifts and  more  5  0  0  3  1  2  5  0  0  1 
- other patterns  4  0  0  2  0  2  0  0 
average  number  of  shifts  3.3  2.3  2.8  3.8  2.9  2.8  3.0  2.6  2.7  3 
no  20  35  47  31  26  45  17  37  81  27  30 
Source:  Special  EC  labour  market  survey,  resu Its  to  be  published  In 
European  Economy 
19.  As  far  as  night  work  In  the  total  economy  Is  concerned,  the 
Community  average  for  all  employees  Is  about  14%.  This  percentage 
Includes  regular  and  occasional  night  work,  a  50%  weighting  being 
appl led  to  the  latter  to  make  the  two  percentages  compatible.  This 
percentage  (regular  and  weighted  average  of  occasional  night  work) 
Is  highest  In  the  United  Kingdom  (25%),  slightly  above  average  In 
Greece  (17%),  France  and  Ireland  (15%  each),  14%  In  Spain,  13%  In 
Belgium  and  Denmark,  12%  In  the  Netherlands  and  Portugal  and  9%  In 
the  Federal  Republic of  Germany  and  Italy. 
Night  work  In  Industry  Is  less  widespread  than  In  the  economy  as  a 
whole.  On  average  11%  of  workers  work  during  the  night  In  the 
Community  as a  whole,  this percentage goes  up  to  23%  In  Spain,  while 
It  Is  17%  In  the  Netherlands,  16%  In  the  United  Kingdom,  13%  In 
Italy,  10%  In  Belgium  and  less  than  10%  In  the  other  five  Member 
States,  dropping  to  4%  In  Portugal. 
These  quantitative  data  clearly  Indicate  that  a  large  proportion  of  the 
workforce  Is  employed  In  situations  which,  according  to  evidence  from 
scientific  research,  can  have  an  adverse effect on  employees'  health. 
b)  Advantages  and  risks  !nyo!yed 
20.  The  recourse  to  night  and  shift  work  In  recent  years,  as  II lustrated  by 
the  above-mentioned  data,  Is  caused  mainly  by  technical  progress 
Involving  a  more  and  more  clear  distinction  between  the  working  hours  of 
the  workforce  and  the  duration  of  equipment  utlllzatlo!'l  which  permits 
more  Intensive  capacity  utilization  In  an  Increasingly  large  number  of 
firms.  Such  Increased  utilization  tends  to  reduce  unit  production  costs, 
Increases  flexlbl I tty  In  the  use  of  equipment  and  Is  often  required  to 
keep  firms  competitive. 
Sometimes,  however,  such  moves  are  not  accompanied  by  specific  measures 
to  avoid  certain  negative  effects  or  hazards,  of  night  shifts  In 
particular,  such  as  a  higher  percentage  of  rejects,  an  Increase  In  the - 12  -
number  of  serious work. accidents  (especially serious accidents during  the 
night  see  study  by  Carpantler  and  Cazamlan  for  the  ILO  on  night 
work(10)),  greater  absenteeism  (as  shown  by  Rosenstle1<11))  and  higher 
turnover  rates.  As  well-known  researchers  such  as  Rutenfranz<12>, 
Harrlngton<13),  Knauth(14)  and  others  have  found,  there  is  a  higher 
Incidence  among  shift  and  night  workers  of  various  health  troubles, 
sometimes  to a  varying  degree  In  relation  to  the specific complaint,  such 
as  card I  o-c I  rcu I  a tory  comp I  a I  nts,  gastro-1 ntest Ina 1  I I 1  nesses,  appet 1  te 
disturbances,  sleeping  problems,  greater  recourse  to  medicines,  alcohol 
and  tobacco  (as  shown  by  research  by  MUI  ler<15)  and 
MUnstermann/Prelser<16)>  and,  during  night  shifts  In  particular,  an 
Increased  risk  of  serious  work  accidents,  especially  around  3  to  4  a.m. 
when  the  performance  trough  can  be  Identified.  In  many  cases  these 
adverse  health  effects  become  apparent  only  after  a  number  of  years.  It 
also  appears  that  night  shift  workers  quite often  take  stimulants during 
the  night  and  sleeping  pills  during  the  day  In  order  to  cope  with  the 
reversed organic  functioning which  Is  required. 
21.  A  high  turnover  of  employees  where  night  work  Is  Involved  Is  a  well-
establ lshed  phenomenon.  In  addition  to  the  Increased  costs  for  the 
company,  this  can  also  Increase  the  risk  of  accidents,  because  a 
comparaflvely  large  number  of  persons  has  to  be  Initiated  Into  a  given 
Job  with  the  related  negative  consequences.  Neuberger<17)  has  also 
found  that  shlftwork  In  the  day  time  reduces  the  turnover  problem 
considerably.  He  points  out  that  night  shlftwork  In  particular  Is 
mainly  responslb~e for  these  drawbacks. 
22.  As  the  ILO  points  out  In  Its  document  on  working  time  In  Industrialized 
countries,  the  rotation  of  shifts  Is  particularly  Important  In 
continuous  operations.  In  the  light  of  recent  studies  on  the  circadian 
rhythm  of  the  human  body  It  Is  generally  recommended  that  shifts  should 
be  rotated  rapidly,  every  two  or  three  days,  In  a  forward  fashion,  and 
that  the  longest  period  of  rest  should  follow  the  night  shift.  Other 
research  (Bergmann<18)),  however,  comes  to  the  conclusion  that  no 
decision  can  be  taken  a  priori  for  or  against  rapidly  rotating  shift 
systems  without  taking  Into account  the whole  work  and  task situation. 
23.  Research  by  Telger<19),  Hannunkarl  and  others  has  shown  that  apart 
from  the  negative  social  and  cultural  Influences  of  night  work,  the  rate 
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Staatsmlnlsternlen  fUr  Arbelt  und  Sozlalordnung,  MUnchen  1983 
(12)  J.  Rutenfranz  :  Schlchtarbelt  und  Nachtarbelt,  MUnchen  1982 
(13)  J.M.  Harrington  :  Shlftwork  and  Health;  London  1978 
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Occupational  Health,  London  1987 
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of  morbidity  and  ear ller  Invalidity  Is  higher  compared  to  normal  day 
work.  Although  a  proper  selection of  personnel,  good  working  conditions, 
higher  pay,  more  versatile activities  and  the  opportunity  for  voluntary 
night  and  shift  work  may  help  to  alleviate  the  problems  associated  with 
these  patterns of work,  alI  the  abovementioned  factors  taken  together  are 
enough  evidence  that  the  biological  costs  of  the  work  performance, 
especially  If  a  longer  term  perspective  Is  considered,  vary  according  to 
the  time  of  the  day  and  Its  rhythm,  because  the  human  body  Is  subject  to 
activity  changes,  e.g.  a  higher  rate  of  activity  potential  In  the  late 
morning  and  a  very  low  level  of activity during  the night  between  3  and  4 
a.m.  This  lmpl les  that  night  work  In  particular means  working  against  the 
biological  clock;  Its  performance  therefore  requires  much  more  physical 
and  mental  effort.  But  the  body  cannot  adapt  completely  to  such  working 
hours,  as  pointed out  by  Carpentier  and  cazamlanC20). 
Regulation 
24.  Since  It  has  been  shown  that  It  Is  above  all  night  work  which  entails 
adverse  consequences  for  the  hea I  th  of  the  workers  concerned,  a  few 
details are given on  the existing  regulation of  this form  of work. 
25.  In  the  Community  different  political  stances  are  discernible;  however, 
they  may  not,  In  practice,  diverge  much  from  each  other.  In  Belgium  and 
the  Netherlands  night  work  Is  In  principle  prohibited  for  both  male  and 
female  employees,  but  there  are  long  lists  of  exceptions,  which  may  be 
different  for  male  and  female  employees.  In  addition  collective 
agreements  may  derogate  from  this  general  ban,  which  Is  also  often  the 
case  In  the  Federal  Republ lc  of  Germany,  Greece,·  France,  Italy  and 
Portugal,  countries  In  which  night  work  Is  In  principle  prohibited  for 
female  workers.  In  the  other  Member  States  there  are  no  llmltat Ions  on 
night  work,  apart  from  specific  protective provisions  for  certain groups 
(young  persons,  pregnant  women,  nursing mothers).  It  should be  noted  that 
the  absence  of  regulations  governing  night  work  In  some  Member  States 
(Denmark,  Ireland,  Luxembourg  and  the  United  Kingdom)  Is,  by  no  means,  an 
Indication  that  the  authorities  do  not  regard  health  and  safety 
requirements  as  a  priority  Issue.  It  should  be  also  borne  In  mind  that 
what  Is  defined  as  the  period of  night,  what  Is  considered  as  night  work 
and  which  employee  Is  regarded  as  a  night  worker  differs  from  one  Member 
State  to  another  and  depends  on  national  legislation  and/or  collective 
negotiations.  Statutory  provisions  on  the  definition  of  night  working 
hours  are  shown  In  table 5. 
(20)  cf.  footnote  10 - 14  -
TABLE  5 
Statytory  Night  Work  Hoyrs  In  the Community 
COUntry  Night  Work  Hours 
BELGIUM  20  to 6 
DENMARK  no  general  legislation 
FEDERAL  REPUBLIC  20  to 6 
OF  GERMANY 
GREECE  22  to 7 
SPAIN  22  to 6 
FRANCE  22  to  5 
IRELAND  no  general  legislation 
ITALY  24  to 6 
LUXEMBOURG  no  general  legislation 
NETHERLANDS  20  to 7 
PORTUGAL  20  to 7,  at  least  7  hours  In  this period 
UNITED  KINGDOM  no  general  legislation 
26.  The  Issue  of  night  work  was  discussed  -at  the  77th  Session  of  the 
1  nternat lona 1  Labour  Conference  In  June  1990  In  the  context  of  the 
revision of  Convention  No  89 on  night  work  for  women.  This Convention  has 
been  ratified by  Belgium,  Greece,  Spain,  France,  Italy and  Portugal.  The 
Conference  adopted  a  new  Convention  and  a  Recommendation  making  no 
distinction  between  men  and  women  as  regards  their  treatment  In  respect 
of  night  work  and  laying  down  certain  conditions  under  which  night  work 
may  be  performed.  The  adoption  and  future  ratification of  the  Convention 
as  well  as  the  provisions  of  the  accompanying  Recommendation  endorse  at 
International  level  the  approach  of  this  Commission  proposal  for  a 
Directive  and  would,  as  far  as  recourse  to  and  terms  of  night  work  are 
concerned,  contribute  to  establishing similar  rules  for  all  undertakings 
thus  tending  to equalize  rules  with  regard  to  this  Issue  throughout  the 
world. 
Conclusion 
27.  The  Commission  Is  ful !y  aware  that  a  large  number  of  production processes 
require  shift  and  night  work,  for  technical,  social  and  also  economic 
reasons.  Given,  however,  the  serious  consequences  of  night  work  on 
employees'  health  and  having  regard  to  existing  legal  and  collective 
provisions,  the  Commission  proposal  alms  to establish at  Community  level 
that  recourse  to  night  work  should  form  part  of  a  context  covering,  In 
principle,  alI  employed  persons  taking  Into  account,  however,  the - 15  -
exceptions  mentioned  In  Article  2  (2)  of  the  framework  Directive 
89/391/EEC  and  specifying  the  link  between  this  proposal  and  that 
Directive.  Since  the  proposal  lays  down  minimum  rules only,  this  lmpl les 
that  more  favourable  national  and  Community  provisions are permitted. 
28.  This  proposal  essentially  lays  down  the  principle  that  regular  recourse 
to night  workers  should  be  duly  made  known  to  the authority competent  In 
matters of  health  and  safety.  This provision  Is  Justified by  the evidence 
presented  above  of  the  possible  adverse  effects of  night  work  on  health. 
This  general  principle  also  lmpl les  that  such  Information  Is  not 
necessary  under  alI  circumstances,  particularly  where  night  work  Is 
performed  only  occasionally. 
29.  In  the  event  of  night  work,  Including  rotating  shift  work,  where 
applicable,  the Commission  Is  proposing certain rules. 
In  defining  "night  work"  and  "night  worker"  the  Commission  has  used  the 
definitions  adopted  by  the  International  Labour  Organisation  In  Its 
Convention  concerning  night  work  (1990).  However,  the  ILO  definition  of 
"night  worker"  refers  to  "a  substantial  number  of  hours  of  night  work 
which  exceeds  a  specified  limit".  The  Commission  wanted  to  make  It  clear 
that  this  I lmlt  should  be  three  hours  and  therefore defined  night  work  as 
all  work  performed  during  a  period  of  not  less  than  seven  consecutive 
hours  between  8.00  pm  and  9.00  am.  Taking  Into  account  the  definition of 
night  work  hours,  It  would  seem  appropriate  to  state  that  an  average  of 
eight  hours'  night  work  In  any  period  of  24  hours  would  tend  to 
reconcile,  on  the  one  hand,  health  and  safety  reQuirements  for  workers 
and  on  the  other,  production  process  flexlbll lty.  Moreover,  since  It  Is 
necessary  to  comply  with  the  eight-hour  rule  only  for  a  night  worker 
(defined  as  a  worker  who  performs  at  least  three  hours  of  night  work  In 
the  course  of  a  certain  reference  period)  on  average  over  a  period  of 
fourteen  days,  firms  have  much  leeway  In  organizing  their  production  and 
adapting  It  to market  changes. 
From  the  point  of  view  of  health,  It  Is  considered  Important  that 
workers  who  have  already  performed  night  work  In  a  shift  cycle  should 
not  be  reQuired  to  work  on  a  consecutive  shift  and  that  In  general  the 
same  night  worker  should  not  perform  overtime  Immediately  before or  after 
his/her  period  of  night  work  In  occupations  Involving  special  hazards  or 
heavy  physical  or  mental  strain,  except,  of  course,  In  cases  of  force 
majeure  or  of  an  actual  or  Imminent  accident.  This  second  provision  does 
not,  therefore  exclude  the  performance  of  overtime  as  such,  but  seeks to 
prevent  workers  defined  as  night  workers  In  the  aforementioned 
occupations  from  doing  overtime directly connected with  their  night  work. 
They  may  accordingly  do  overtime  when  they  have  not  carried  out  night 
work  or  work  In  occupations without  particular  hazards.  In  addition,  work 
should  be  organized  In  such  a  way  that  the  scheduling and  total  hours  for 
rotating  shift  workers  and  for  night  workers  should  take  account  of  the 
more  demanding  nature  of  these  forms  of  work  and  the  problems  which 
usually occur  when  shift work  cycles change.  Such  reQuirements would  meet 
certain  problems  related  to  the  performance  of  rotating  shift  and  night 
work  In  part lcular  an-d  would  help  to protect  the worker  against  excessive 
hours  of  work  without  proper  rest  periods  and  breaks,  while  leaving  the 
practical  Implementation  of  such  reQuirements  to  national  legislation 
and/or  col lectlve and  other  agreements. 
Finally,  It  should  be  pointed 
transferred,  whenever  practicable, 
out  that  night  workers  should  be 
to  day  work,  for  which  they  are  fit - 16  -
from  a  health  point  of  view,  If  they  suffer  from  health  problems 
recognized  as  connected  with  the  fact  that  they  perform  night  work.  In 
general  It  should  be  established  - with  the  aim  of  reducing  health 
problems  - that  a  health  assessment  Is  carried out  before  an  assignment 
to  working  time  arangements  Involving  night  work  and  at  regular 
Intervals  and  that  at  alI  times  proper  prevention  and  protection 
facilities  -commensurate  with  the  more  demanding  nature  of  shift  and 
especially  night  work  - are  available  and  accessible  to  ensure  that 
safety and  health  problems  can  be  coped  with  promptly. 
IV,  FINAL  PROVISIONS 
30.  The  situation  In  the  Member  States  with  regard  to,  on  the  one  hand, 
minimum  rest  periods  and  maximum  durations  of  working  time  and,  on  the 
other,  certain  aspects  of  shift  and  especially  night  work  show  that  In 
the  vast  majority  of  cases  these  aspects  of  the  organization  of  working 
time  have  been  and  are the subject of  statutory provisions,  supported  and 
supplemented  by  collective  agreements.  The  reasons  for  Introducing  such 
legislation  were  mainly  that  workers  should  be  protected  In  so  far  as 
possible  against  excessive  working  hours  and  especially  detrimental 
working  time  arrangements,  reasons  which  have  been  and  continue  to  be 
supported  by  scientific evidence. 
31.  However,  we  should  not  lose  sight of  the  fact  that certain situations may 
arise which,  for  oblectlye  reasons,  justify derogations  to the  provisions 
of  the  directive. governing  dally  and  weekly  rest  periods  (Articles  3  and 
4)  and  certain  aspects  of  night  work  and  shift  work  (Article  6).  These 
situations are  as  follows: 
(I)  In  the  case  of  acts  of  God,  accidents  or  Imminent  risk  of 
accident; 
(II) 
( I I I ) 
for  certain  specific  activities  which,  by  their  cycle  or  nature 
may  InevitablY  be  In  conflict  with  the  above  provisions.  This  Is 
for  example  the  case  In  agriculture at  certain  times  of  the  year 
and  In  the  hotel  and  restaurant  sector  and  In  tourism.  This  may 
also  be  the  case  for  other  activities  In  Industry  (e.g.  on  oil 
rigs)  and  the services  (transport  and  distribution).  These  are as 
mentioned  above,  oblectlye situations which  can  also be  linked  to 
specific  periods  of  activity  within  enterprises  which  are 
exceptional  and  limited  In  time.  In  these  well-defined  cases 
which  justify  derogation  the  Uember  States  have,  however,  to 
arrange  for  equivalent  protection of  the workers  concerned within 
a  given  reference  period  (which  may  not  exceed 6  months). 
Where  col lectlve  agreements  have  been  concluded  between  the  two 
sides  of  Industry  at  appropriate  levels  defining  an  overall 
system  of  organizing working  hours,  which  correspond  to  specific 
production conditions.  go~ng further  than  the area covered  by  the 
provisions  of  this  directive  but  Incorporating  the  minimum 
provisions  of  the  above  articles  with  r~gard  to  the  health  and 
safety of  the  workers  concerned  and  under  Identical  conditions of 
equivalent  protection. 
32.  Finally,  It  should  be  emphasized  that,  given  the  differences arising  from 
national  practices,  the  subject  of  working  conditions  In  general  falls 
to  varying  degrees  under  the  autonomy  of  both  sides of  Industry who  often 
act  In  the  public  authorities'  stead  and/or  complement  their  action.  To 
take account of these differences and  In  accordance with the principle of - 17-
subsidiarity  the  Commission  takes  the  view  that  negotiation  between  the 
two  sides of  Industry  should  play  Its  full  part  within  the  framework  of 
the  proposed  measures,  provided  that  It  Is  able  to  gua~antee adherence  to 
the  principles  set  out  In  the  Commission's  proposals,  as  adopted  by  the 
Council.  In  other  words,  It  Is  Important  In  this  field  to  take  Into 
consideration  the  fact  that  such  agreements  concluded  by  management  and 
labour  can  In  principle  make  a  contribution  to  the  appl lcatlon  of 
Community  directives,  without,  however,  releasing  the  Member  States 
concerned  from  the  responslbl I lty  for  attaining  the objectives sought  via 
these  Instruments. 
33.  The  directive  Is  based  on  Article  118A  of  the  Treaty  which  stipulates 
that  "the  Member  States  shall  pay  part lcular  attent lon  to  encouraging 
Improvements,  especially  of  the  working  environment,  as  regards  the 
safety  and  health  of  workers,  and  shall  set  as  their  objective  the 
harmonization  of  conditions  In  this  area".  As  the  directive  of  12  June 
1989  (89/391/EEC)  stresses,  "the  Incidence  of  accidents  at  work  and 
occupational  diseases  Is stl I I  too  high"  and  "preventive measures  must  be 
Introduced  or  Improved  without  delay  to  safeguard  the  safety  and  health 
of  workers  and  ensure  a  higher  degree of  protection".  In  this respect  and 
as  under I lned  by  the  constitution  of  the  World  Health  Organization 
(preamble,  first  principle),  It  should  be  recalled  that  "health  Is  a 
state  of  complete  psychic,  mental  and  social  wellbeing  and  does  not 
merely  consist of  an  absence of  disease or  Infirmity". 
34.  This directive sets out· minimum  provisions  for  which  derogations will  not 
be  granted  for  economic  reasons.  These  provisions,  It  should  be  noted, 
are  not  Intended  to place workers  of  smal I or  medium-sized  enterprises at 
a  disadvantage  In  any  way  which  cannot  be  justified  objectively- In 
accordance  with  the  terms  of  the  declaration  of  the  Intergovernmental 
conference  on  Article  118A,  (2)  of  the  Treaty.  As  regards  taking  Into 
account  sectoral  circumstances  and  pecul larltles,  Article  188A 
constitutes  a  general  legal  base  which  does  not  preclude  r·ecourse  to 
Instruments  with  more  specific  legal  basis  - as  long  as  lower  standards 
than  those  laid  down  by  this  directive  cannot  be  established.  In  the 
transport  sector  - whose  different  means  are  covered  by  specific 
provisions on  social  rules - road  transport  has  been  covered  by  Community 
rules  since  1968  and  the  Commission  will  present  a  proposal  concerning 
air  transport  In  the  near  future.  In  presenting  this  proposal  for  a 
Directive  on  certain  aspects  of  the  organization  of  working  time,  the 
Commission  considers  that  Its  provisions  should  be  without  prejudice  to 
other  specific Community  provisions. 
V.  CONCLUSIONS 
35.  In  submitting  this  proposal  for  a  directive  to  Council,  the  Commission, 
In  following  up  the  Community  Charter  of  the  Fundamental  Social  Rights 
of  Workers  and  In  accordance  with  Its  action  programme  for  Implementing 
the  Charter,  alms  to  under I lne  the  Importance  which  It  attaches  to  the 
fact  that  "given  the  great  Importance  In  all  of  the  Member  States  to  the 
adaptlon,  flexibility  and  organization  of  work,  minimum  provisions 
governing  specific  work  situations  In  all  the  Member  States  should  be 
defined  at  Community  level"  (COM(89)548  final).  This  Is  the  l"lght  In 
which  the  present  directive should  be  viewed. - 18-
Proposal  for  a 
Councl I  Plrectlye 
concerning  certain aspects of  the organisation of working  time 
THE  COUNCIL  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES. 
Having  regard  to  the Treaty es.tabllshlng  t_he  European  Economic  Community.  and 
In particular Article tt8a  thereof. 
Having  regard  to  the  proposal  from  the  Commission. 
In  cooperation with  the  European  Parliament. 
Having  regard  to  the opinion of  the  Economic  and  Social  Committee. 
Whereas  Article  118a  of  the  EEC  Treaty provides  that  the  Council  shall  adopt. 
by  means  of  dlr:-ectlves.  minimum  requirements  for  encouraging  Improvements. 
especially  In  the  working  environment.  to  guarantee  a  better  level  of 
protection of·the safety  and  health of  workers; 
Whereas.  pursuant  to  that  Article.  such  directives  must  avoid  Imposing 
administrative.  financial  and  legal  constraints  which- would  hold  back  the 
creation  and  development  of  smal.l  and  medium-sized  undertakings; 
Whereas  the provisions of  Councl I  Directive 89/391/EEC of  12  June  1989  on  the 
Introduction of  measures.to  encourage  Improvements  In  the  safety  and  health 
of  workers  at .work 1 · ar.e  fu II  y  app I I cab I e  In  reI at I on  to· the  matters  covered 
by  .this· Directive  wl.t.hout  preJudice  to  more  stringent  and/or  specific 
provisions contained  herein; 
Whereas  lay log  down  mIn I  mum  requIrements  wl th  regard  to  lnd I v ldua I  per lods 
of  rest  and  of  work  Improves  the  working  conditions  referred  to  In 
Article 118a; 
Whereas  the  Community  Charter. of  the  Fundamental  Social  Rights  of  Workers 
states  at  Title  1.  point  7  that  the  completion  of  the  Internal  market  must 
lead  .. ·to  an  Improvement  In  the  ll.v.lng .and  working  conditions  of  workers.  a 
process :which  must  re·suH  from  an  approximation  of ·these  conditions.  while 
maintaining  ·the  Improvement.  as  r,gards  In  p~rtlcular  the  duration  and 
organisation. of  working  time;  whepeas  point  8  states  that  every  worker  of 
the  European .Communlty,.'shall-·have  a  r,lght  to  a  weekly  rest  period  and  to 
annua 1- pa ld  leave~  the  durat lon-'of  whIch  must  be  progress l·ve I y  harmon I zed  In 
accordance  with  national  practices; 
Whereas  point  19. of  the  said  Charter  affl.rms  that  every  worker  must  enJoy 
satlsfactory_health-and safety condl,tlons  In his working  environment  and  that 
appropriate  measures  must  be  taken  In  order  -to  achieve· further  harmonization 
of  conditions  In  this area  while malntaln1ng  the  Improvement  made; 
·Whereas  the-European  ParLiament  considers  It  Indispensable  In  Its Resolution 
of  15  ·March.  19892  on  the  social·.  dimension  .  of  . tht[t  Internal 
··,,  {  r• 
1  OJ  No  L  183.  29.6.1989,  p.1.  •· 
2  OJ  No  C 96,  17.4.1989,  p.  61. - 19  -
market  that  minimum  rules  should  be  adopted  which  establish  a  ceiling  for 
dally and  weekly  working  time; 
Whereas  In  order  to  achieve  lmpr_ovement  In  the  health  and  safety  of  workers 
certain  minimum  dally  and  weekly  rest  periods  should  be  complied  with  for 
all  workers  In  the  Community; 
Whereas  this Directive  Is  consequent  upon  the  need  to  lay  down  minimum  rules 
for  certain  aspects  of  the  organisation  of  working  time  from  the  point  of 
vIew· of  ..  the  hea I th  and  safety .of  the:·workers :'concerned;· whereas  these .rules' 
are  without  prejudice  to  other  prov·lslons ·Which  are  proplt:lous  ..  to ·a  better 
state of health,  such  as  annual  paid  leave; 
Whereas  research  has  shown  that  long  perlods of night  work and  alternations 
In  shift work  patterns  can  be  detrimental  to  the  health· of  workers  and  can 
endanger  safety  at  the  workplace; 
Whereas  particular  care  should  therefore  be  taken  to  limit  the  duration  of 
night  work,  to  take  account  of  alternations  In  shift  work  patterns,  to  limit 
the  amount  of  overtime  In  connection  wlth•nlght  work  and:duly  to  ... lnform·.the. 
competent  authority of  the  Introduction of night  work; 
_:·. 
Whereas  . the  human  body  Is  espec I a II  y  sensItIve  at  nIght  to  env I ronmenta I 
disturbances.  and  also  to·· certain  particularly  burdensome·  forms  .of ,•work 
organization  such  as  piece  work,  assembly-! lne  work  or  work  at  a  pre-
establIshed  pace; 
Whereas  It  Is  Important  that  a  health  assessment  should  :be  ·afforded  to 
employees  before  being  assigned  to  night  work  and  at  regular  Intervals 
thereafter,  that  they  receive  advice .In order  to prevent,  redu~e or  avoid  th• 
adverse  effects  of  night  work  and  that  night  workers  should  be  allowed  to 
transfer  to daytime  work  If their  health  so  requires; 
•'. 
Whereas  the  features  of· minimum  rest  periods  and  certaln··aspects  of  the 
organization  of  night  and  shift  working  time,  -peculiar :to"'the··seasonal 
nature  of  the  work  or  specific  to  certain  activities  or  resulting  from 
exceptional  situations  I lmlted  In  time  •should  be·duly  taken  Into account··and· 
at  the  same  time  equivalent  protect,lon  afforded  to  the·emp:loyees  concerned; 
Whereas  changes  In  the· patterns  of.  work.J:ng  'time,.  and  more·  l'npart·lcular· 
adjustments  to  the  pace  of  work  may  affect  the  work load  of  the  workers 
concerned  and  thus  be  harmful  to  their  health  and  safety;  whereas  It  Is 
therefore  necessary  to  take  account  of  these  factors  when  patterns  of  work 
are  changed; 
Whereas  this  Directive  .'covers  .·only  certain. fundamental  aspects  of  the 
organization  of  working  time,  which  are  considered  particularly  Important 
from  the  point  of  view of  workers'  health  and  safety  at  the workplace, 
• <'--~  •  "-.'  ~ ; ...  .  -.!  t·t~  :~  . 
HAS  ADOPTED~HIS DIRECTIVE~  l1'  rr~.  ~n:  ~.,~::_: - 20  -
SECTJON·  I  .  ... ..  ' 
. Scope  and  def In It  Ions 
,!,'_ • 
. .  ~· . 
- Art lc  le  1 
1·.·  ·This  Dl'recUve  appJI.es  to  minimum  dal-ly,·weekly -and- .year.ly:·rest·  periods-
and  to.certaln aspects.of  nlght·and shUt  work  .. 
. •; 
2.  The  provisions  of  Directive  89/391/EEC  are  ful IY  appl lcable  to  the 
matters  .referred  to  In  paragraph  1  without  prejudice  .to  more  stringent 
... and/or  specific provisions  contained  In  this Directive.:· 
:  ·-:. f  '  '.;.  ,·~ •  •  • 
.  ArtIcle  2 
,:·  .. 
For  the  purpose of  this Directive  the  following definitions shaJI  apply: 
';  .  :''  •  :  ''I:_• 
1.  "working  time"  means  hours  of  work  as  laid  down  by  legislation, 
co11ectlve/enterprlse  agreement  or  !ndlvldual  employment  contract  during 
. which  the  employee  Is at  the  dl·sposal  of  the  employer  at  the  workslte; 
' 
2.  "rest  period"  means  any  period  after  the  normal  dally  or  weekly 
performance  of  work  during  which  the  employee  Is  not  at  the  disposal  of 
the  employer;  · 
..  ~ ..  '" 
3·.'·"nlght  work"  means  ·_all  work  performed  during  a  period  of  not  less  than 
seven  consecutive  hours  comprised  between  8.00  p.m.  and  9.00 a.m.;  ·· 
4.  "shift work"  means  a  method of work  organisation whereby  workers  succeed 
each  other  In  accordance  with· a  certain .time  schedule;  th~s may  Involve 
rotatIng· .or· success l.ve  crews  and  be  d I scoot lnuous or  coot I nuous; 
5 •... -.."nlght.worker" means  an  employee  who  performs night  work;  whether  through 
sh·lft  work  or' otherwise  on  a  regular. bas:ls;  ::-
6 .. -"sh 1  f.t ·worker'! ·means. an  emp I oyee;· rostered  Into a  sh l:ft  work .schedu I e. 
·,•·  ' 
. .  ~ .  '  ..  . ·SECT ION  II .. 
Da 1'1 y.  week I y  and  year I y  rest  .  ..::.  . : :; 
,·  ·. 
Article 3 
Member  States  shall  adopt  the  necessary  measures  to  ensure  compliance  with 
the  minimum  dally  rest  per lod  of  eleven  consecut l.ve  hours  .per:.·per_lod:~:of  ~4·: 
hours. - 21  -
Article 4 
Member  States  sha II  adopt  the  necessary  measures  to  ensure  comp II ance,  In 
every  seven-day  period,  with  the  minimum  perlo~ of  one  rest  day  on  average 
following  without  lnterr~ptlon the  dally  rest  period  as  defined  In  Article  3 
calculated over  a  reference  period of  not  more  than  fourteen  days. 
Article 5 
Member  States  shall  adopt  the  necessary  measures  to  ensure  that  all  workers 
are  afforded  an  annual  paid  holiday  for  a  minimum  period;  the  procedures 
~elating to duration and  any  splitting shall  be  determined  In  accordance with 
national  practices. 
Article 6 
The  performance  of  overtime  must  not  Interfere with  the  minimum  rest  periods 
laid  down  In  Articles 3  and  4; 
SECTION  11·1 
Night  work.  shlftwork  and  patterns of work 
Article 7 
1.  Normal  hours  of  work  for  night  workers  shall  not  exceed  an  average  of 
eight  hours  In  any  24-hour  period  calculated over  a  reference  period  not 
longer  than  fourteen  days  In  which  they  perform  night  work. 
2.  In  the  event  of  shift  work  Involving  night  work  the  working  of' two 
consecutive  full-time shifts shall  be  prohibited. 
3.  Subject  to  the  provisions  contained  In  paragraph  1,  no  overt1me·sh.ll  be 
performed  by  night  workers  before  or  after  a  dally  period  of-wor~ which 
Includes  night  work  In  occupations  Involving  special  hazards  or  heavy 
physical  or  mental  strain. 
4.  -The  scheduling  and  total  length  of  breaks  for  rotating shift  workers  and 
for  night  workers  shall.  take  account  of  the  more  demanding  nature  of 
those  forms  of working  time. 
Article 8 
1.  Employees  durably  subject  to  working  time  arrangements  Involving  night 
work  shall  be  entitled  to  a  health  assessment  without  charge  prior  to 
their  assignment  and  at  regular  Intervals thereafter. 
2.  Where  a  night  _worker  suffers  from  health  problems  recognized  to  be 
connected  with  the  fact  that  he  performs  night  work_  he  shall  be 
transferred,  as  soon  as  possible,  to day  work  for  which  he  Is  fit. - 22-
Article 9 
The  el'(lployer,  who  .r,egularly  uses  night  workers  shall  duly  Inform  the 
authorities competent  In  matters of  health  and  safety. 
Article 10 
Member  States shal I  adopt  the  necessary measures  to.ensure  that  night  workers 
and  rotating  shift  workers  shall  have  a  level  of  protection  with  regard  to 
health  and  safety  commensurate  with  the  nature  of  their  work.  The  employer 
shal_l.ensure  that  protectlon.and  prevention  facilities  are  available  or 
accessible at all  times. 
Article 11 
Member  States  sha II  ensure  that  emp toyers  take  the  necessary  measures  to 
ensure  that  changes  made  to  patterns of  work  take  account,  according  to  the 
type  of  activity,  of  health  and  safety  requirements,  especially  as  regards 
breaks during working  hours. 
SECTION  IV 
Final  proylslons. 
Article  12 
Derogations  from  the  provisions set out  In  Articles 3,  4  and  7  are permitted: 
1.  In  cases of  force maleyre,  or  of  an  actual  or  Imminent· accident,  provided 
that  equl va·lent  compensatory  rest  per lods  are  granted  to  the  employees 
conce.rned;  : 
2.  where  the  seasonal  nature of  the  work  performed  or  the  features  peculiar 
tp" .. ,cer.taln  ·~ctlvltles  or  exception~!  situations  limited  In  time 
. objec.tlvely  .. confllct  with  the  said  provisions,  provided  that  eQuivalent 
compensa~ory  res.t.  ~er lods  are  granted  wl thIn  a  reference  per lod  wh lch 
must  not  exceed  six months; 
3.  In  case  of  collective  agreements  made  between  employers  and 
.  .,.  rei)resentatlves  of  the  workers .at .the  approprfate  levels,  aiming  at 
s'etting  up  a  comprehensive  set  of  provisions  regarding  the. adjustment  of 
working  time  corresponding  to  the  specific conditions of  the enterprise, 
Including dally and  weekly  rest  periods as well  as night- and  shift-work, 
subject  to. the condition  that on  these specific points equivalent  periods 
of  compensatory  rest  are ·granted .to  the workers  wIthIn  a  reference per lod 
that must  not  exceed  sIx months.  · - 23  -
Article 13 
The  pr:ov·ls.lons  contained  In  this  Direct lve  shall  be  ~without· preJudice  to 
other  specific provisions  taken  by  the Community. 
Ar-t I·C I e  14  ·  . 
Member  States shall  comply  with  this Directive by  the  31  December  1992  at  the 
latest, _.by  bringing  Into  force  the  laws,  regulations  or·  administrative 
provisions  necessary or  by  ensuring  that  the  two  sides of  Industry establish 
the  neces~ary  ·~rovlslons  through  ·agreement,  wlthoui  pteJudlce  to  the 
obi lgatlon on  the Member  States to·achleve  the  results to be  obtained by  this 
Directive. 
The  provisions  adopted  by  the  Member  States  pursuant  to  the  first  paragraph 
shal I  make  express  reference  to this .Directive.  · 
Member  states  shall  forthwith  Inform  the  Commission  of  the  measures  -taken 
thereunder. 
Art lcle 15  · 
This  Directive  Is  addressed  to the Member  States. 
Done  at Brussels,  For  the Counc I I 
.  ·, ..  ' - 24-
COMPETITIVENESS  AND  EMP~QYMENT  IMPACT  STATEMENT 
,P.roposaL for. a  Council  -Pirecqye  on  certain  a~pect.s .o.f  the  orgarilut !on. 
~  .,_ .. '·  ~·  ..  -..  ..  ~  .  . 
of  workIng·. t !me 
I  What  Is  the  malo  reason  for  !ntrodycinq  the  measyre7 
The  _policy  9.bJectlve  Is  t.()  .~s-tablls,h  -ml.nlmUJYl·rule.~  at.Convnunlty :level 
.. wlth'respect.,to  the  establ.lshmen.t  o;f,.  mln!.mum  rest :periods  per  clay  and 
:;;  : :per, we~k -ar,l.~,, .to  t tie_' :pi;r; forman~e- -o·f  Sh i_tt • ,espec i a  I I Y.  night ,¥iO!"k! . (Ja~eci .. 
.  :on Art_lcl.e,.1,J8a  of  the  Trea.ty,.the  •. proposal  Is  linked  to  the  provlslcms 
:,;Of  ..  th.~t ,Art)cle, .. f:e.· .to  J.ay .. d0~!1  ~Jn!!fl~m  ..  pr:escr·lp.t lons-_ln ·the  fl_e-ld  of· :.-, 
the  work  environment,  In  particular  with  respect  to  health  and  safet.y. 
at  the  workplace. 
. '  .  ~  ' 
) I  Features of  the  buslnessesdn  ouest-Jon  : .  .,; ..  '  ~~  . 
:~_As :;the  _.other  ....  Oir~ctlves  ba.~el:l  on_.Artlcle  118a,  notab-'Y  t-he.- framework 
Directive  89/391/EEC,  this  proposal  ·Is  Intended  to  apply  to. all 
enterprises  and  the  pub! lc  service,  as  defined  In  the  framework 
Directive.  Therefore·  the  enterprises  of  all  sizes  and  all  sectors  of 
activity  trades,  maufacturlng,. services  and  agriculture  are 
concerned  by  the  Directive.  SME's  are  affected  In  th~  same  way  as  large 
enterprises.  Night  worJ(  ls  .. not_,oni:Y: useq  In _large  eoter.prlses  bu~  ~also 
In  activities  where  SME  play  an  Important  role,  such  as  trades, 
restaurants  and  hotels  and  commerce. 
t 11  What  obi lgatlons  does  this  measyre  Impose  directly on  businesses 
The  provisions  of  this  Directive  ~re  Intended  to  ensure  certain 
protective  rights  to  workers  who  perform  shift  and  especially  night 
work  by  laying  down  provisions  with  respect  to  the  conditions  under 
which  these  forms  of  working  time  arrangements  may  be  carried  out 
(Information  of  night  work  on  a  regular  basis,· a  certain  number  of 
hours  of  night  work  In  a  24-hour  period,  health  assessment  of ·regular 
night  workers,  etc.),  provisions  which  exist  already  to  a  large  extent 
In  the  Member  States.  Also  with  regard  to  minimum  rest  periods,  the 
provisions  laid  down  by  this  Directive  are  already  respected  In 
practice  In  the  large majority of  Member  States  and  very often extended 
by  collective  agreements.  The  aim  of  this  proposal  Is  that  all  workers 
will  be  ensured  these  rights  and  that  by  these  _provisions  the 
conditions  at  the  workplace  will  be  Improved  leading  to  a  better 
minimum  protection  for  the  health  and  safety  of  the  workers. 
IV  What  Indirect  obligations  are  national  regional  or  local 
authorities  I lkeiy  to  Impose  on  businesses? 
To  the  extent·  that  national  authorities  have  to  transpose  the 
provisions  of  this  Directive  into  national  legislation  there  wl! I 
partly  be  an  Impact,  I.e.  in  those  cases  where  ex I sting  leglslat ion  or 
col lectlve  agreements  have  not  yet  laid  down  such  minimum  reQuirements. 
yAre  there  any  special  provisions  in  respect  of  SME's7 - 25  -
There  are  no  specific  provisions  for  SME's  but  the  pr9vlslons  of 
Article  1'18a  have  to  be  observed  which  state  that  the  creation  and 
development  of  SME's  must  not  be  held  back.  The  provisions  proposed 
should  also  apply  to  SME's,  albeit  taking  Into  account  the  fact  that 
they· may  be  waived  In  situations  which,  objectively,  conflict  with 
them,  such  as  when  they  relate  to  the  seasonal  nature  of  the  worlc 
performed  or  to  features  peculiar  to  certain  activities or  exceptional 
situations  I lmlted  In  time,  provided  that  eQuivalent  protection  Is 
granted  within  a  reference  period.  These  derogations  may  especially 
concern  SME's. 
Yl  What  Is  the  I lkely  effect  on 
(a)  the  competitiveness of  businesses? 
By  rendering  the  working  conditions  at  the  workplace  healthier  for  the 
workers  the  'competitiveness  of  businesses  will  be  Increased  since  thet 
human  potential  wl  I I  be  used  In  a  more  responsible  way.  The  flexlbl I !ty 
built  Into  a  large  number  of  the  provlsl'ons  of  the  proposal  and 
posslbl I !ties  of  derogation  contribute  to  Increase  the  competitive 
capacity  of  the  enterprises.  Longer  term  effects  of  protective 
measures,  as  envisaged  by  the  proposal  wl  I I  reveal,  as  Is  already  the 
case  In  a  number  of  Member  States  and  In  other  Industrialized 
countries,  that  better  protection of  the  workers  at  the  workplace  also 
contributes  to  Increasing  the  competitiveness of  such  enterprises. 
(b)  employment? 
The  proposal  Is  couched  In  such  terms  that  whl  le  granting  the  employees 
certain  protect'lve  rights,  especially  with  regard  to  minimum  rest 
periods  and  recourse  to  night  workers  the  flexibility of  businesses  Is 
essentially  maintained.  Certain  reorganizations  of  working  hours  at 
mlcroeconomlc  level  may  ental I  for  some  businesses  economic  losses  and 
may  tend  to  reduce  their  manpower  lev.els.  Others,  however,  will  gain 
both  with  regard  to  productivity  and  employment  when  reorganizing 
working  hours.  In  any  case,  since  the  Directive only  prescribes minimum 
reQuirements  It  Is  difficult  to  forecast  employment  effects  because 
standards. more  favourable  to  the  workers  may  be  laid  down  by  national 
legislation and/or  collective agreements. 
Yl  1 Have  the  relevant  representatitve organisations been  consulted? 
A comprehensive  consultative  process  has  been  held  with  both  sides  of 
Industry  (see  anne~)  and  the  observations  and  comments  of  the  parties 
consulted  have  been  taken  Into  account  In  the  final  draft  of  this 
proposa I. -----·--
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